
 
 Zoning Board of Appeals 

February 23, 2022 Regular Meeting 
 

STAFF REPORT 
 
Subject: ZBA 22-004; 1448 Harpst Street 
 
Summary: 
Timothy Risk, representing property owner, is requesting a two foot eight inch variance from 
Sections 5.18.1(4) Front Porches and Section 5.18.5 Averaging an Established Front Building 
Line in order to construct a new covered front porch. The new front porch will be approximately 
77 square feet in size and does not meet the average front setback of 33 feet 9 inches. The 
property is zoned R1D, Single-Family Residential.  

 
Background: 
The subject property is located on the south side of Harpst Street west of Packard Street in the 
Bryant Pattengill neighborhood. The home was built in 1927 and is approximately 1,200 square 
feet in size.  
 

Description: 
The owners plan on demolishing the existing stoop and replacing with a new covered front porch 
that will provide safety and enhance the architecture of the home.  

 
Standards for Approval- Variance 
The Zoning Board of Appeals has all the power granted by State law and by Section 
5.29.12, Application of the Variance Power from the UDC.  The following criteria shall 
apply:  
 
(a). That the practical difficulties are exceptional and peculiar to the property of 

the person requesting the variance and result from conditions which do not 
exist generally throughout the City. 

  
 The adjacent property to the west was built towards the rear of the property at a 

much greater distance than the other homes being averaged. This has created a 
difficult situation to construct a usable porch and therefore a variance is needed. 

  

 
 (b). That the practical difficulties will result from a failure to grant the variance, 

include substantially more than mere inconvenience, inability to attain a 
higher financial return, or both. 

  
 The owner states that failure to grant the variance will result in insufficient entrance 

depth for a functional front porch. If the porch cannot be built it will result in 
detrimental habitability and desirability and will be difficult to enact design 
considerations. 
 

 (c). That allowing the variance will result in substantial justice being done, 
considering the public benefits intended to be secured by this Chapter, the  
individual hardships that will be suffered by a failure of the Board to grant a   
variance, and the rights of others whose property would be affected by the 
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allowance of the variance. 
 
If the variance is granted the porch will enable an addition that increases the 
function and appearance of the home.  
.  

 (d).   That the conditions and circumstances on which the variance request is 
based shall not be a self- imposed hardship or practical difficulty. 

  
  The applicant states that if the porch cannot be constructed as planned a rebuild of the 

existing stoop would not enhance or add character to the home.  

    
 (e). A variance approved shall be the minimum variance that will make possible 

a reasonable use of the land or structure. 
 
 The variance requested is the minimum needed to construct a porch that will 

enhance the appearance of the home and will preserve the character of the 
residence. The porch will not have negative impacts to surrounding properties.  

 

 
Respectfully submitted, 
 

 
Jon Barrett 
Zoning Coordinator 
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VARIANCE REQUEST 
ARTICLE(S) AND SECTION(S) FROM WHICH A VARIANCE IS REQUESTED: (Example: Article 3, Section 5.26)

REQUIRED DIMENSION: (Example: 40’ front setback)
Feet:                 Inches:

PROPOSED DIMENSION: (Example: 32 foot 8 inch front setback )
Feet:                 Inches:

DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED WORK AND REASON FOR VARIANCE: 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

The City of Ann Arbor Zoning Board of Appeals has the powers granted by State law and City Code Chapter 
55, Section 5:29. A variance may be granted by the Zoning Board of Appeals only in cases involving practical 
difficulties or unnecessary hardships when all of the following statements are found to be true. Please 
provide a complete response to each of the statements below.

The alleged practical difficulties are exceptional and peculiar to the property of the Person requesting the variance, and 

result from conditions that do not exist generally throughout the City.

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

The alleged practical difficulties that will result from a failure to grant the variance, include substantially more than 

mere inconvenience, inability to attain a higher financial return, or both. 

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

Allowing the variance will result in substantial justice being done, considering the public benefits intended to be 

secured by this chapter, the practical difficulties that will be suffered by a failure of the Board to grant a variance, and 

the rights of others whose property would be affected by the allowance of the variance. 

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

The conditions and circumstances on which the variance request is based shall not be a self-imposed practical difficulty.

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

A variance approved shall be the minimum variance that will make possible a reasonable use of the land or structure.

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

Section 1 City of Ann Arbor Planning Services – Zoning Board of Appeals Application  
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Article 4, Section 5.18.1.4, Section 5.18.5

The existing front average setback requirement for the property is based on one house to the west which was built
exceptionally far back from the front property line. Much further than the normal average setback for the entire block.
The requirement to use the 2 adjacent properties to establish the average puts our property at an extreme 
disadvantage.

Failure to grant the variance will result in inefficient entrance space, significant restraint in any attempt to enhance
the building, and stagnant design of the existing building compared to its community. These impacts weaken both the
property's habitability and desirability, and make it more difficult to enact efficient design considerations
for the property owner. 

Allowing the variance will enable us to plan the addition such that the architecture greatly increases the function
and appearance of the existing home. We will be able to preserve the character of the community without causing
the building to become an outlier.  

The addition of a front porch within the narrow prescribed average setback on this site would be impossible,
limiting the option of improvement to only rebuild the currently existing stoop which does not add function or
character to the building. 

The provisions of the variance will give us the opportunity to enhance the functionality and appearance of the
current building, allow for continuity of the character of the existing architecture and provide the minimum space
to reasonably accommodate the new front porch.

33 9 31 1Front setback Front setback

Proposed work includes the demolition of an existing front stoop and the addition of a covered front porch. Due to the
building's location on the parcel and the zoning setbacks established by the average front setback there is not enough 
space to add any amount of usable space to the front of the building. The variance is requested to enable a front porch 
addition that is usable, safe and enhances the architecture of the property and surrounding homes. 



Section 2 City of Ann Arbor Planning Services – Zoning Board of Appeals Application

REQUEST TO ALTER A NONCONFORMING STRUCTURE 

For the purposes of Article VI: Nonconformities Section 5.32.2 Nonconforming Structure, alteration is 

defined as any change in a Building that results in additional Floor Area being fit for occupancy, a greater 

number of dwelling or rooming units or an increase in the exterior dimensions of the Building.

A nonconforming structure may be maintained or restored, but permission to alter a nonconforming
structure will only be approved by the Zoning Board of Appeals upon finding that it complies as nearly as 
practicable with the requirements of this Chapter and that it will not have a detrimental effect on 
neighboring property.

In the space below, describe the current use of the property, the proposed alteration, and the impact it 
would have on neighboring property. 

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

Please complete the table below as it relates to your request

Requirement Existing Condition Code Requirement 

Lot Area

Lot Width

Floor Area Ratio

Setbacks

Parking

Landscaping 

Other 
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Existing conditions of the Berman residence 











Existing Home to the West (dark blue) with largest setback on street 



View of opposite side of the street



Street view of neighboring homes











Average Setback consideration for whole street (Berman residence highlighted)



3D renderings of proposed design by Meadowlark Design + Build












